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HYbNOSIS™
By Menny Lindenfeld & Shimi Atias

Self-working hypnosis without hypnosis!
TV performance rights included!
Limited edition & collectable item.

Introducing HYbNOSIS™ - the ultimate tool for performing MIND-BLOWING
HYPNOSIS effects WITHOUT ANY FORMAL TRAINING!

HYbNOSIS™ was originally developed for a popular TV mentalism series.
And has become a staple in both Menny Lindenfeld and TV mentalists Shimi
Atias personal repertoires for the past decade. And now, you have the exclusive
opportunity to EXPERIENCE ITS INCREDIBLE HYPNOTIC POWER FOR
YOURSELF!

With HYbNOSIS™ you hold the power to "hypnotize" anyone, whether they're
adults or children. And the best part? It's POWERFUL HYPNOSIS WITHOUT
HYPNOSIS!

HYbNOSIS™ set includes 2 x custom designed books, disguised as charming
children's picture books (hard-cover / A4 size) - which are used as props for
performing MIND-BENDING HYPNOSIS EFFECTS.

With HYbNOSIS™ you can:

Trigger memory loss in one or multiple spectators.
Provoke image amnesia - erase viewed images from memory.
Elicit hallucinatory visions of nonexistent, imaginary images.
Temporarily impair a spectator's reading and speech ability.
Induce temporary stuttering.
HYbNOSIS™ also serves as a fail-safe training tool for practicing real
hypnosis with utmost confidence.

HYbNOSIS™ is INCREDIBLY EASY TO MASTER AND PERFORM, and
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creates moments of ASTONISHMENT and LAUGHTER every time.

BONUS:
In addition, HYbNOSIS™ features a built-in PURE-MIND-READING SYSTEM
that empowers you to effortlessly read the minds of up to four spectators
simultaneously in the purest way possible. Read their minds - then hypnotize
them!

PLUS:
Your purchase of HYbNOSIS™ includes TV and social media performance
rights. Giving you the freedom to showcase this powerful routine to the world.

HYbNOSIS™ is so incredibly powerful, we want only a select few in each
region to perform this extraordinary routine. VERY LIMITED NUMBER OF
PRINTS AVAILABLE in English, German, French, and Spanish.

Act now to secure your copy and be one of the few lucky ones in your region to
perform HYbNOSIS™ and BECOME A MASTER OF HYPNOSIS WITHOUT
HYPNOSIS.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Who can benefit from HYbNOSIS™?

Mentalists, hypnotists, comedy magicians and even children's performers.
"Hypnotize" anyone - regardless of age

Is HYbNOSIS™ easy to perform?

Yes, it's incredibly easy to master and perform! You'll be ready to go
immediately after watching the comprehensive video tutorial included.

Does HYbNOSIS™ involve real hypnosis? 

No, it doesn't! HYbNOSIS™ is SELF WORKING HYPNOSIS WITHOUT
HYPNOSIS. No experience or formal training is needed.

Do I need to prepare or set up anything?
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Not at all! HYbNOSIS™ is completely self-contained and always ready to
perform. No pre-show, setup, or reset required. It comes ready to use
straight out of the box.

Can HYbNOSIS™ be examined?

Absolutely! HYbNOSIS™ allows for full examination.

What can I do with HYbNOSIS™?

Trigger memory loss in single or multiple spectators.
Provoke image amnesia - erase viewed images from memory.
Elicit hallucinatory visions of nonexistent, imaginary images.
Temporarily impair a spectator's reading and speech ability.
Induce temporary stuttering.

What else can I do with HYbNOSIS™?

In addition to its mesmerizing hypnosis effects, HYbNOSIS™ also serves
as a fail-safe training tool for practicing real hypnosis with confidence.
Additionally use it to effortlessly read the minds of up to four spectators
simultaneously in the purest way possible. Read their minds - then
hypnotize them!

What comes included with HYbNOSIS™?

2 x custom-designed hardcover books (A4 size), cleverly disguised as
children's picture books, used as props for performing powerful hypnosis
effects.
Set comes packed in a beautiful, richly designed box, making it a
COLLECTABLE ITEM to treasure.
Video tutorial (Download / Full HD 1080p / 78 minutes), with in-depth
teaching, featuring routines from Menny Lindenfeld & Shimi Atias
personal repertoires. Demonstrations and explanations with real spectator
interaction and additional performance tips and ideas.
Audio podcast - guiding you on how to use HYbNOSIS™ for practicing
real hypnosis.
TV & social media performance rights included, giving you the freedom to
showcase your skills to a broader audience.
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Why is HYbNOSIS™ a limited edition?

HYbNOSIS™ is extremely powerful, and to preserve its exclusivity, we
have limited the number of copies available, ensuring only a select few
will perform it in each region.

In what languages is HYbNOSIS™ available?

Very limited number of prints available in: English, German, French &
Spanish.

HYbNOSIS™ dimension and weight:
29 cm x 22 cm x 1.8 cm (11.42" x 8.66" x 0.71")
0.70 KG (1.54 pounds)
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